
Staking ADA is a GREAT way to earn 
passive income without trading or risking 
your assets. Stakers secure the blockchain 
by staking/delegating tokens to validators 
(stake pools) who participate in consensus 
validating transactions. Rewards are earned 
for performing network operations. Staking 
CardanoCardano ADA offers 4-6% minimum annual 
ROA (return on ADA).
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WHAT IS CARDANO?
Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain platform. Cardano was designed Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain platform. Cardano was designed 
to provide changemakers, innovators, and visionaries the tools and 
technologies required to create a decentralized ecosystem for the many 
as well as the few to bring about positive global change, accountability 
and transparency with a decentralized protocol. With pioneering 
technology Cardano provides unparalleled security and sustainability to 
decentralized applications systems such as finance, healthcare, 
agriculture, retail, education, and governments.agriculture, retail, education, and governments.

Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain platform: the first to be founded 
on peer-reviewed research and developed through evidence-based 
methods. It combines pioneering technologies to provide unparalleled 
security and sustainability to decentralized applications, systems, and 
societies.

With a leading team of engineers, Cardano exists to redistribute power 
from unaccountable structures to the margins – to individuals – and be 
an enabling force for positive change and progress.

The Cardano network is "decentralized" which means that no single The Cardano network is "decentralized" which means that no single 
entity, organization or person is responsible for keeping it running and 
maintained, functioning, and secure. In contrast to things like traditional 
banks and financial institutions where we are forced to trust companies 
like Banks and governments to keep your money and account working. 
Rather than trusting a single entity, the Cardano network instead relies 
on its entire community to collaboratively keep itself functioning 
properlproperly, using a method of security known as "Proof of Stake". 

When you "stake/delegate" your ADA ( Cardano blockchain platform’s 
native token ) to a given stake pool, you're essentially contributing to the 
overall network's security. For contributing to the network, Cardano 
rewards stakers/delegators with passive ADA income for the service it is 
providing to secure the network with their coins/tokens. 

Staking to a stake pool is completely non-committal (you can change 
your mind at any time and your funds are not "locked in"), also staking 
is risk-free, no one has access to your account but you, no can 
access/control your funds and never will, your ADA never leaves your 
wallet without your consent!

Stake pools are "trust rated̈ by the amountStake pools are "trust rated̈ by the amount ADA delegated to them, the 
more ADA delegated to it, the more often they'll be asked by the 
protocol to verify transactions on the network. Every time a given stake 
pool is asked to validate transactions the network also provides the 
stake pool with a kickback of ADA to reward this service to the network. 
Stake pools pass some of those network rewards onto you the 
Staker/delagator for having "delegating ADA to a stake pool. The 
amount ofamount of ADA you receive is proportional to the amount of ADA you 
staked in the stake pool of your choosing. This incentivization is known 
as "staking rewards".
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Benefits of staking with Benefits Stake Pool via 
the Cardano blockchain:

   Earn passive income 24/7
   Increased financial flexibility
   Client’s have total control over their
   investment.
   6 payments monthly
      Investment transparency
   Help contribute to charitable and social
   initiatives

FAQ
WHEN DO I RECEIVE MY STAKING 
REWARDS/PASSIVE INCOME?

When you delegate for the first time it takes 15-20 days (3-4 
Epochs) to receive your first ADA rewards. After this time frame 
you will receive your rewards every 5 days. 

WHWHAT IS AN EPOCH?
One Epoch is the 5 day period it takes for a stake pools to: 
Revise to either: One Epoch is the 5 day period it takes for 
stake pools to or One Epoch is the 5 day period it takes for a 
stake pool to

POOL PARAMETERS
The amount ADA stake pool operators receive for operating and 
maintaining the stake pool. This is given out every Epoch when a block is 
created and is taken from the overall amount of tokens rewarded before 
being distributed to delegators.

This is a variable fee that the stake pool operators charge delegators in the 
pool as a service fee. This can be for operational expenses, charitable 
initiatives, and community outreach programs. Stake pool operators have 
different initiatives and goals.

This is the estimated calculation of the return on your investment paid in 
ADA token.

Each stake pool is equipped to facilitate 63.6 Million ADA. If you stake to a 
pool exceeding this amount you will result in diminishing returns.
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